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March 9, 2012 

  

Comment: 
OK, Aric! Aric! Aric! (Sorry....just feeling kinda silly today!)  

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   

We should hopefully be ready to start with Aric in about 10 minutes or so!  

  

Comment:  
Do we get to see a photo of Aric?  

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   

Oh goodness. I do have a couple, but he won't let me post them. Now, when Bobbi was here one 

day (transporter -- she brought us an eagle) -- she managed to snap a photo of him. I think 

Congo then posted it ... I'd have to see if she still has it.  

  

Comment: 
Hey Amanda, Aric is in the FTF shot ...  

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   

Oh yeah!! Thanks for the reminder. Aric is with us in this shot ...  

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   

There you go!  

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   

Okay! I think we are ready to start with Aric!  

  

Aric at Kjellstrom and Lee:   
Hi there!  

  

Congowings:   

I just want to say hello to Aric - and thank you! Everything is looking great!  

  

Comment:  
The bear hi there Aric  
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Comment:  
Just wanted to thank Aric for all that he has done for the Wildlife Center. The work is beautiful 

and the updates are very interesting.  

  

Comment:  
Hi Aric,  

   

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   

We'll start with a question from Mrs. Matheson -- I don't think they're able to join us live, but 

will read back later. So she sent me a question to pass on to Aric earlier this week:  

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson:  
We give CN/EN a Monday morning math problem (and there have been some groans with some 

of our problems). We were wondering how much math you use in your work and what 

kind. (This is to answer all those “When will I ever use this?” questions).   

  

Aric at Kjellstrom and Lee:   
This question is from 5th graders? This would be a good question from an adult; I am impressed. 

Mrs. Jensen’s class in Modesto, California: I remember seeing a black widow spider 

(really, really!) in the sand under the swing set when I about 10 or 11 years old… I 

remember how it felt to just look at that spider… I can feel the goose bumps on my arms 

to this day…   

I remember how I felt about all the math and history and spelling and language (they started 

teaching me German, believe it or not…) in 5th grade, too. What was I ever going to use 

that kind of stuff on?   

Today, in construction, I use these kinds of skills every day, and for all kinds of things. Let me 

see…you should be learning about perimeters and area and volume by now… so here is a 

real life question.   

The roof on the WCV is 66’ long and 12’ wide. I had to order metal drip edge to go around the 

perimeter of the roof. How many feet do I need?   

I also had to order the roofing material: How many square feet do I need to finish the job?   

If you teach yourself how to answer these kinds of questions, then you get the really good 

jobs…like answering questions from really smart 5th graders!   

  

Aric at Kjellstrom and Lee:   
I knew that one was coming.  

  

Comment:  
ARIC QUESTION" What was your biggest challenge of all the work you did for the WCV staff 

and patients?  

 

Aric at Kjellstrom and Lee:   
Hi Nadine,   

  

Biggest Challenge   

Every project has its unique challenges; ‘tis what makes them worth doing.   
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The concept of the work room at the back of Buddy’s enclosure gave me fits. The room was 

rectangular; Buddy’s structure was arched steel with mesh. Marrying those separate 

elements in a way that looked “carpenter-ish” kept my attention for a few days.   

The big pen (A-3) was way out of square…straightening that up was another challenge. As I 

write, I am also remembering the conversations Dave McRuer and I had about the 

mouse-school that incorporated into that project. How to trap the little critters effectively 

in order for the raptors to hunt, but make the whole thing disappear when it was time to 

catch the patient was the biggest challenge there.   

The aviary? Layout. Layout, layout. The original placement created all sorts of issues that just 

went away when Dr. Dave and I moved the building. Now… if I can just figure out these 

bird baths…   

  

Comment: 
Question for ARIC: (since I will be at a mtg i HAVE to attend at that time and will miss it--will 

catch up though) QUESTION: What wll be your favorite memory of your time working 

at WCV, and why?  

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   

It must be getting to see me every day.  

   

Aric at Kjellstrom and Lee:   
Hi Lydia,   

  

‘Tis hard to pick just one. It is so easy in construction to lose sight of the difference we make in 

the lives of those we work for; we get busy with purchase orders and concrete tickets and 

choosing the right gidgets for the right gadget… Sometimes I miss the forest for the 

trees.   

Not so here. What Kjellstrom and Lee is doing for the Center is appreciated, and I am fortunate 

to see the reactions on the faces of these people right away. I have the memory of VP 

Randy Huwa’s face the day he saw the benches in front of the Buddy enclosure for the 

first time. There is another of Katie White, an intern studying for her VTNE testing, 

sitting on those benches last week; she just studying in a comfortable place, but K&L 

helped put that together. Dr. Dave’s face when he saw the inside of the woodpecker pen 

for the first time, or Ed Clark’s reaction walking up to the raptor tower after getting back 

from a conference.   

We made a difference here; building structures tends to do that. This time I get to see all of that 

with my own eyes.  

  

Comment: 
Ha! Good one Amanda from 1:07pm LOL  

  

Comment:  
oooh, you're going to make Jeff jealous Amanda!!  

  

Aric at Kjellstrom and Lee:   
And, of course... working with your daughter and her team.  
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Comment: 
Question for ARIC: When you completed the flight pen "palace" for Buddy, what did it feel like 

once you saw Buddy go in there for the first time? Thank you for all the beautiful (hard) 

work you are doing to help the WCV restore health back to all of their paitents. The work 

you are doing is much appreciated by all.  

  

Aric at Kjellstrom and Lee:   
That was a way-cool day.   

Humbling. Stirring. A movement somewhere down deep where it all counts. There is something 

about that particular bird I like. Not sure if it is the patriot in me.   

He is a symbol for me...his nose may be broken, but he is still flying.   

Make sense?  

  

Comment: 
Our 19 special needs kids would like Aric to tell us how the wood is prepared for each enclosure 

[what the wood is, is it pre-treated for weather, how you cut it, how much you need, 

WHERE DO YOU GET ALL THAT WOOD?]  

  

Aric at Kjellstrom and Lee:   
Great question, Caleb!   

The majority of that wood is what we call #1 pressure treated, and we order it through the local 

lumber yards. Valley Construction Supply in Staunton, VA supplied much of it, and 

Better Living in Charlottesville also sold us quite a bit.   

'Tis treated to last in the weather for years.   

The sole exception is the wood I used inside the woodpecker pen...that had to be untreated 

yellow pine so as not to hurt the patients.  

  

Comment:  
Aric:can you tell us a bit about the inmate program. I know you are a construction supervisor but 

that always involves people  

  

Comment: 
Also, our 19 special needs kids would like to know how many workers you have from the prison, 

and if they get resumes prepared for their eventual discharge?  

  

Aric at Kjellstrom and Lee:   
Hi Gwen in LA,   

To be honest, working with these inmates has been an eye opener. None of them are violent 

offenders, and (to a man) they are looking forward to their release dates. I have already 

watched two men reach their those dates while working here at the Center.   

 

Part of the challenge DOC faces while rehabilitating inmates is giving them skills they can use 

on the outside. I think a program like this work crew is what that looks like.   

I am privileged to have worked with them.  
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Comment:  
You are now a valued member of the WCV and all its wonderful activities. What is the most 

difficult job at WCV that you have had to accomplish, the hardest to do, the worst 

situation to overcome?  

   

Aric at Kjellstrom and Lee:   
The raptor tower in A-3. That floor is 13 feet off the ground, I have to turn a perch for adolescent 

birds and make it a safety rail, too (I am a construction guy, remember!). AND find a way 

to enclose the whole thing with doors that fold completely out of the way.   

Finding an answer for this issue was difficult, and I almost felt like I was letting the WCV down 

when I could not solve it right away.   

Fortunately, I turned to my team at K&L and we manufactured a solution that worked.   

Keep dancing - that is important.  

  

Comment:From NX   

Aric:besides Buddy, who is your favorite animal here, and why? By the way, I saw you in MY 

tshirt! ♥  

  

Aric at Kjellstrom and Lee:   
Ahhh....NX!   

I am not allowed to get too close to you, because you are up for release again soon. Please miss 

the car next time!   

So, other than you, I have grown quite fond of Smokey, Junior, and Jaz.  

  

Comment: 
I like your avatar. Is that a special bear?  

  

Aric at Kjellstrom and Lee:   
That bear avatar is Amanda's creation and I love it! The original had too much background and 

the K/L logo was far too low. Sooo...   

Amanda (the genius) moved the logo...I think she put a handle on the back side of it so Little 

Bear could hold on to it.   

By the way...this little guy (10-0389) was released a few years ago. Another WCV success story!  

  

Comment: 
Ques for Aric: In your WONDERFUL work you have done for WCV (and EN/CN) have you 

gotten so see anything with wildlife at the Center that made your work more rewarding, 

or MORE special?? (So glad you were in the NX tshirt picture)  

  

Aric at Kjellstrom and Lee:   
Thank-you for the compliment.   

We were talking about bears... The day the Center's personnel released the cub (11-2532), I had 

to shut down all the equipment, saws, hammers, etc., I had to stop the construction noise 

so that little guy could go to sleep for his release. So, I was standing there when the 

Ranger loaded that bear into the back of his truck.   
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A common little miracle for the folks working here, but that day put it in perspective for me. 

Some things are important.  

  

Comment:  
Do you do all of the building and construction projects for WCV? Is that your full time job or do 

you have to make time for other projects also?  

  

Aric at Kjellstrom and Lee:   
Ono! The Center has a list of very talented carpenters to work on projects and fix what needs 

fixing around here.   

Kjellstrom and Lee filled a larger need for the Center with these last three more extensive 

projects (and hopefully a few more to come!).   

K&L assigned me to oversee this work, and I have been on this project 40+ hours a week, so that 

makes it full time for me.   

Plus the Honey-do's at home, of course  

  

Comment: 
Does the new aviary have a tree in it or just roosts hanging from ropes?  

   

Aric at Kjellstrom and Lee:   
No trees, Carole...just perches.   

I will say it almost had a cluster of oaks in the middle of the entrance, though...THAT took some 

fancy layout-footwork to two-step around.   

O! The woodpecker cage will have boxes (stands, really) for the WCV to add dead branches for 

the birds to hunt for termites and bugs and whatever else they eat.   

Nothing permanent, though.  

  

Comment:  
What things do you need to consider when building the slots to each enclosure? Different 

animals would need different spaces between the boards. So how many different kinds of 

birds would be able to utilize say the pen our hawk friend is in right now? Hope this 

makes sense.  

  

Aric at Kjellstrom and Lee:   
VERY good question, and yes I understand it.   

Every project presents different challenges, one of the things K & L stresses is to find those 

challenges and solve them first.   

The gaps between the vertical slats in Buddy's House are set at a standard 1- 1/2" gap (which 

worked out fine, for Buddy). Dr. Dave and I reviewed that when we started A-3 and 

decided to close that gap to 3/4", because the birds would possibly be smaller.   

By the same measure, the aviary had to have a screen product to keep those patients safe...they 

are smaller yet.   

The challenge here was to think like a bird. That is the special challenge of this particular 

project.   

Does that mean I am a bird-brain?  
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   

We should probably be coming to the end of our Aric hour ... just a couple more questions!  

  

Comment:  
Aric: you’ve done a fabulous job moving from concept to design to actual gorgeous finished 

project, and the extra touches like the Buddy benches are very special. Could you tell us 

how you ended up with a career in constructions and what kind of education/training you 

had?  

  

Aric at Kjellstrom and Lee:   
Thank-you again for noticing the details.   

I backed into a career in construction... I was far too smart (headstrong?) to go to college straight 

out of high school (1984) ... I opened my first company in 1995 (Washington State) and 

closed it in 2007.   

I have lost track of the certifications and cards I hold for construction...25 years worth.   

I also hold a 2-year degree in business and will finish my BS (Environmental) next year.  

  

Comment:  
Are u working on making the bear pen BIGGER  

   

Aric at Kjellstrom and Lee:   
I hope so. There is certainly a need for a facility of size in the area. It will take 2 1/2 acres to do 

what we want to do in concept... and I have no idea how to pay for something that big.   

Can you say "Chase 2013?"  

 

Comment:  
Aric: were you surprised at the attention you go from us?  

  

Aric at Kjellstrom and Lee:   
Yep. No doubt about that one.   

I spoke with a couple from Colorado today and mentioned I had never worked for this many 

people at one time. *chuckle*   

This has been a unique and fulfilling experience.  

  

Comment: 
Were you a wildlife fan before working at the WCV or have you become one since working at 

the WCV?  

 

Comment: 
It seems you really care about Gods critters. Did you have a love/appreciation for animals prior 

to working at the Center?  

  

Aric at Kjellstrom and Lee:   
Yes I was.   

I live in the middle. The engineer in me understands the need for construction...'tis a core 

industry and an integral part of this country.   
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But we have to accomplish that building while being responsible to the environment at the same 

time.   

That takes action, and clear thinking.  

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   

Well I think we are coming to the close of Aric's time with us this afternoon ... he's a busy guy!  

  

Aric at Kjellstrom and Lee:   
I have to check the crew... and Amanda is pushing for the "Construction Corner" to be turned in.   

Good bye y'all, for now.   

Seize the Day!  

  

Comment:  
Thank you Aric.  

 

Comment:  
I'm getting here late but just wanted to thank Aric for sharing some of his time to answer 

everyone's question. You all have done a wonderful job at WCV. Now I'll scroll back and 

see what I've missed.  

  

Comment: 
No question for Aric:just a hugh THANKS for the weekly K&L construction reports!!! Great 

writing, combined w/ photos that match.  

  

Comment:  
Love your avatar Aric!! Just want to say you and your people do beautiful work!!!!! Thank you 

for all you have done!!  

  

Comment:  
Can't wait to see all work in person. I live in WA state so it will be hike for me. :o} Hope to 

make it some day soon.  

  

Comment:  
Welcome Aric.  

  

Comment:  
Hey Aric! Thanks for visiting with us today! I really enjoy your weekly construction updates. 

The buildings are spectacular! The new residents will be so spoiled.  

  

Comment:  
No wonder all the construction looks so good. Aric is a real cutie. (Is that OK to say?)  

  

Comment: 
*g* Aric has spent too long (or not long enough) at WCV...now HE's doing the fundraising 

pitches!!  
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Comment:  
Thank you Aric for you time with us. Have great weekend!  

  

Comment:  
Bravo, Aric. You like all at WCV are an inspiration.  

  

Comment:  
Hi Aric---many thanks for all your work! No question, just wanted to say hi and thanks! 

Amazing work you have done!  

  

Comment:  
Great background info on your career...thanks, Aric!  

  

Comment: 
Thank You so much Aric:Keep up the great work. We at EN really appreciate all you do for 

WCV as we KNOW they do!  

  

Comment:  
Aric:thank you for all you do. In addition to the construction marvels, it is such a treat to read a 

weekly report that is submitted by such a gifted writer. They are so special!  

  

Comment: 
Thanks for your time, Aric! Very interesting conversation  

  

Comment:  
Just want to thank Aric and his entire crew/staff for every detail, every nail, and the undying 

support given to the WCV projects. The wildlife world is indeed a better place with folks 

such as Aric and crew, who care and go the distance to do things right.  

  

Comment:  
After observing our bird friends it is impressive to have a bird-brain!! :>) Thanks for the answers 

and all that you do!!!  

  

Comment:  
Thank you Aric for all you have done the center looks great  

  

Comment:  
Aric what your construction team has done is magnificent and will be appreciated for many 

years. The place looks and is like brand new. I want to thank your team for everything it 

has done esp helping give new skills to the prisoners which may keep then on the right 

path in the future.  

  

Comment:  
Thank you so much Aric. That answer was so heartwarming. I love the Center and all the 

wildlife and people there. It has been a life changing experience for me too! How lucky 

WCV is to have you there as well!  
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Comment:  
Thank you Amanda for posting the picture of Buddy & Aric together in his palace. Great shot!!  

  

Comment:  
Aric--you sound like an awesome guy and your company equally awesome! I would hire you in 

an instant if I lived anywhere close to you! You seem to really think out the situations 

presented to you and work so well with your clients (wcv) to find the solution that best 

suits all involved--especially the animals! Well done!  

  

Comment:  
Aric: it was marvelous hearing from you, loved your incredible work, wish I was younger, and 

you looked GREAT in the group photo shot! And a bearcub avatar... is that adorable or 

what....  

  

Comment:  
Aric:I love this. So sweet, yet manly. Thanks for all you do.  

  

Comment:  
Glad you were in the Fear the Fiesty NX picture with the staff. It looks the staff at WCV always 

have a good time inbetween their serious work with animals.  

 

Comment:  
Hi Aric: would just like to say it’s been great being the other side of the pond and being able to 

read your blogs, it’s almost like were there, you guys have gone above and beyond what 

you were asked to do, specially how quick you get things up to keep us viewers happy, 

thanks so much  

  

Comment:  
Aric - Thank you for your time today and good luck with the Aviary. Yes, your  

 

Comment::about Buddy makes PERFECT sense.  

  

Comment:  
Good afternoon Aric! Just wanted to say that your  

 

Comment::about Buddy and patriotism caused a stir in me. The folks at the WCV are very 

fortunate to know you and work with you!  

  

Comment: 
Clock is moving but Hawk has not moved at all. I think he is pay attention to Aric too!  

  

Comment:  
Aric - I admire your command and usage of the English language, particularly your use of 'tis. :-)  
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Comment:  
Obviously you are a first class gentleman as well as a skilled and innovative artisan. I have 

enjoyed seeing the photos and the weekly reports very much. We hope to keep winning 

contests and awards and donating so that we can continue to see your marvelous results 

in the future, too. Thank you!  

  

Comment:  
I love the photo of Aric and Buddy. Buddy looks as though he is saying "Thanks!  

  

Comment:  
Ahhhh. So Aric has been stung by the "Buddy Bug". How could you not love that eagle?  

  

Comment:  
Oh my. In that pic, it looks like he is bowing to Aric - giving thanks. How cool.  

  

Comment:  
It appears like he really likes you too! See he is saying THANK YOU  

  

Comment:  
I've been to the center and your workmanship is outstanding! no wonder they keep coming back 

to you!!  

 

Comment: 

No question. Just wanted to let you know that we love the work you are doing at the center and 

really appreciate the fact that you quite often do the job "underbudget" which, of course, 

means you can continue to build.  

  

Comment:  
Thank you Aric for your weekly updates, I look forward to them as well as all the photos. A 

wonderful project you have accomplished there. Happy to hear about the people you have 

working on this project as well, must be very gratifying to them to see something grow 

like this has.  

  

Comment: 
Aric: just wanted to send my thanks for everything that you are doing for WCV and I LOVE 

your avatar!  

  

Comment:  
How appropriate after working so..... hard a WCV that you would get your BS in Environmental 

studies. Thanks for all your hard work!  

  

Comment: 
Bye Aric! Thank you for your time! Your answers were really informative!  

  

Comment:  
Bye, Aric: thank you so much! and thank you, too, Amanda!  
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Comment: 
Bye cutie pie! Thanks for spending some time with us!!!  

  

Comment: 
Aric:Thanks for talking with us and thanks for doing such a wonderful job!!  

  

Comment:  
Thanks Aric!  

  

Comment: 
Chase 2013 here we come!!!  

  

Comment:  
Ditto to all above.  

  

Comment: 
Darn too late, Amanda will this be archived? Hi Aric thanks for all your hard work.  

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   

Yes, we will get it archived with the others at some point!  

  

Comment: 
Aric: thank you for your time and all your effort at the center. I enjoyed the guest time here on 

the blog and probably learned a bit too!  

  


